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Abstract—Motivated by the problem of understanding the
difference between practical access control and capability
systems formally, we distill the essence of both in a languagebased setting. We first prove that access control systems and
(object) capabilities are fundamentally different. We further
study capabilities as an enforcement mechanism for confused
deputy attacks (CDAs), since CDAs may have been the primary
motivation for the invention of capabilities. To do this, we
develop the first formal characterization of CDA-freedom in
a language-based setting and describe its relation to standard
information flow integrity. We show that, perhaps suprisingly,
capabilities cannot prevent all CDAs. Next, we stipulate restrictions on programs under which capabilities ensure CDAfreedom and prove that the restrictions are sufficient. To relax
those restrictions, we examine provenance semantics as sound
CDA-freedom enforcement mechanisms.
Keywords-Access control; Capability; Confused deputy problem; Provenance tracking; Information flow integrity

I. I NTRODUCTION
Access control and capabilities are the most popular
mechanisms for implementing authorization decisions in
systems and languages. Roughly, whereas in access control a
token (authentication credential) that represents the current
principal is associated to a list of authorization rights, in
capabilities the authorization right is the token (capability).
Although, both mechanisms have been widely studied and
deployed at various levels of abstraction (see e.g. [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]), there seems to be
no clear consensus on the fundamental difference in their
modus operandi. Our broad goal is to formalize fundamental
properties that distinguish access control and capability
systems from each other. Our motivation is partly pedagogic,
and partly to discover the limits of what can and cannot
be enforced using access control systems and capabilities.
Against the backdrop of this broad goal, we make three
contributions in this paper.
First, we reflect upon the question of whether or not
access control and capability systems are equivalent in a
formal language-based setting. Specifically, we are interested
in this question in the context of capability systems that
possess what Miller et al. [11] call Property A or “no
designation without authority”: If a principal acquires a
capability, it also acquires the authority to use it.1 Property A
is very interesting because it is fundamental to many types
1 The word principal should be interpreted broadly here. It may refer to
a section of code, a function, or a user.
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of capability systems including all object capability systems,
which are used to obtain isolation and security in large code
bases [5], [3], [2]. In an object capability system, a capability
is a reference to an ordinary language object or a memory
location and there are no checks on using references, so the
possessor of a capability can always read or write it.
To formalize access control and capabilities, we design
a small core calculus with regions (principals) and memory
references (objects/capabilities), and equip it with two different semantics—an access control semantics and a capability
semantics with property A. We then show that access control
and capabilities with property A are fundamentally different:
The access control semantics is strictly more permissive than
the capability semantics. (This formally justifies an earlier
informal argument to the same effect by Miller et al. [11].)
Our access control semantics is the expected one. It
intervenes on every use (read/write) of a reference and
checks that the use is compliant with a given access policy.
The capability semantics is less obvious, so we briefly
describe its design here. By contraposition of the definition
of property A, it follows that to limit authority in a capability
system with property A, we must limit the designation of
capabilities. In general, principals may acquire capabilities
either by generating them (e.g., by guessing them or computing them from existing values) or by receiving them
from other principals. Hence, to get security, i.e., to control
authority, a capability system must ensure that:
1) A principal cannot generate a capability he is not
authorized to use, and
2) A principal cannot receive (from another principal) a
capability he is not authorized to use.
In practical systems with property A, (1) is ensured by
using abstract, unforgeable tokens for capabilities. (1) is
closely related to, and usually implied by, a property called
“capability safety” [12]. Capability safety requires that a
principal may acquire a capability only if the capability,
as an object, is reachable in the initial heap starting from
the principal’s initial set of capabilities. So capability safety
immediately implies (1). However, (1) in itself is not enough
to get security; we also need (2).
How do we enforce (2)? One option is to define authority
as the set of all capabilities that are obtained during program
execution. Then, (2) holds trivially. However, this implicit
definition of authority allows bugs in the code to leak

capabilities that the programmer never intended, without
breaking allowed authority in a formal sense.
An alternative to this implicit specification of authority
is to specify, via an explicit access policy, what references
(capabilities) each principal is authorized to access and
to ensure that each principal can only obtain references
that it can legitimately use. This approach is taken in
some practical implementations of object capabilities, e.g.,
Firefox’s security membrane [5], which intercepts all transmissions from one domain to another and restricts objects
(capabilities) in accordance with relevant policies (Firefox’s
policies are drawn from web standards like the same-origin
policy). Our capability semantics models a simplified version
of this general pattern. It intervenes on every transmitted and
computed value and checks that if the value is a reference
(capability), then the executing principal is authorized to
use the capability according to the access policy. This
intervention is computationally expensive, since every value
must be checked. Nonetheless, our capability semantics is
an ideal model of how security is enforced in the presence
of property A and an explicit access policy. Interestingly,
our semantics enforces not just (2) but also (1), so there
is no need to make capabilities unforgeable. Hence, our
approach is compatible with a language that includes pointer
arithmetic.2
As a second contribution, we formally examine confused
deputy attacks (CDAs) [16], which may have been the
primary reason for the invention of capabilities. A CDA
is a privilege escalation attack where a deputy (a trusted
system component) can act on both its own authority and on
an adversary’s authority. In a CDA, the deputy is confused
because it thinks that it is acting on its own authority when
in reality it is acting on an attacker’s authority. Crosssite request forgery [17], FTP bounce attacks [18] and
clickjacking [19] are all prevalent examples of CDAs. It is
widely known that access control alone is insufficient to
prevent CDAs and it is known that the use of capabilities
prevents (at least some) CDAs.
We make two fundamental contributions in the context
of CDAs. First, we provide what we believe to be the
first formal definition of when a program is free from
CDAs. Our definition is extensional and is inspired by
information flow integrity [20], [21], [22], but we show
that CDA-freedom is strictly weaker than information flow
integrity. Second, we use this definition and our capability
semantics to formally establish that, perhaps surprisingly,
capability semantics is not enough to ensure CDA-freedom.
While capabilities prevent many CDAs that are based on
explicit designation of authority from the adversary to the
2 Going beyond policy enforcement is the question of whether the policy
attains higher-level security goals such as ensuring specific invariants on
protected state or limiting observable effects to a desirable set. Such higherlevel goals can be attained using static verification, as in [13], [14], [15],
but these goals are beyond the scope of this paper.

deputy, there are other CDAs based on implicit designation
that capability semantics cannot prevent. We also stipulate
restrictions on programs under which capability semantics
prevent all CDAs. However, these restrictions are very strong
and render the language useless for almost all practical
purposes.
As our final contribution, we investigate alternate approaches for CDA prevention with fewer restrictions. Our
approaches rely on provenance tracking (taint tracking).
First, we formally show that merely tracking explicit provenance (i.e., without taking into account influence due to
control flow) suffices to guarantee CDA-freedom with fewer
restrictions than capabilities require. In order to remove
even these restrictions, we further develop a full-fledged
provenance analysis and prove CDA-freedom. We compare
the three methods of preventing CDAs (capabilities, explicit
provenance tracking, full provenance tracking) in terms of
permissiveness through examples.
To summarize, the key contributions of this work are:
• We formally examine the fundamental difference between access control and capabilities in a languagebased setting.
• We give the first extensional characterization of CDAfreedom and its relation to information-flow integrity.
• We show that capability semantics are not enough for
CDA-freedom in the general case. We then examine
conditions under which this implication holds.
• We present provenance tracking as an alternate approach for preventing CDAs with fewer assumptions
and prove its soundness.
Proofs and many other technical details are available in a
technical report available from the authors’ homepages. The
technical report also considers an extension of our calculus
with computable references (pointer arithmetic).
II. ACCESS CONTROL VS C APABILITIES
Our technical development is based on a region calculus, a simple, formal imperative language with notions of
principals (which own a subset of references) and regions
(which specify a write integrity policy that we wish to
enforce). This simple calculus suffices to convey our key
ideas, without syntactic clutter. The syntax of our calculus
is shown in Figure 1. We assume two countable sets, Loc
of mutable references and Prin of principals. Elements of
Loc are written r and elements of Prin are written P.
Our calculus has five syntactic categories — values (v ),
expressions (e), commands (c), regions (ρ), and top-level
programs or, simply, programs (P ).
Values consist of integers (n), booleans (tt, ff ) and pointers or mutable references R r and W r . References R r and W r
represent the read and write capabilities for the reference r .
Capability R r can only be used to read r , whereas capability
W
r can only be used to write r . Separating these capabilities
allows us to make a fine distinction between security checks

v ::=

Value
|n

Integer

| tt

True

| ff

False

| Rr

Read view of a location

W

Write view of a location

|

r

e ::=

Expression
|v

Value

| !e

Dereference

| if e then c else c

Conditional

c ::=

Command
| while e do c

Loop

| e := e

Assignment

| c; c

Sequential composition

| skip

Skip

ρ ::=

Region

|P

Principal

|P

Endorsed principal

P ::=

Program

| ρ{c}

Region command

| P ◦P

Region composition

Figure 1.

Region calculus

on reads and writes. Expressions e are computations that
cannot update references. They include values and reference
reading (!e). Commands c are standard conditionals, while
loops, assignments, sequencing (c1 ; c2 ) and skip.
A region ρ is either a principal P or an endorsed principal,
P. In both cases, P represents a ceiling (maximum) authority
for executing code. However, in the case of an endorsed
region, the principal expresses the explicit willingness to
act on another principal’s behalf. In our definition of CDAfreedom (Definition 3), we take this intention into account
to explicitly exclude endorsed regions as sources of CDAs.
For now, readers may ignore endorsed principals P, treating
them exactly like normal principals P.
A program P is a sequence of commands, executed in
possibly different regions. A program has the form ρ1 {c1 } ◦

. . . ◦ ρn {cn } and means that first command c1 runs in the
region ρ1 , then command c2 runs in region ρ2 and so on.
When a command runs in a region, the command is subject
to the ceiling authority of the region.
Regions and write integrity: The primary property we
wish to enforce is write integrity. To specify this property,
we assume that each reference is owned by a principal.
This is formalized by an ownership map O, that maps a
reference to the principal that owns the reference. Formally,
O : Loc → Prin. Principals are assumed to be organized
in a lattice L whose order is written ≥L . This lattice is
a technical representation of a write integrity policy: Code
executing in region P or P can write to reference r , i.e.,
it can wield the capability W r only if P ≥L O(r ).3 For
convenience, we extend the order ≥L to regions: ρ ≥L ρ0
when ρ ∈ {P, P}, ρ0 ∈ {P0 , P0 } and P ≥L P0 .
It should be clear that the lattice L and the ownership
map O together define an access/authorization policy for
write references. We enforce this policy using either access
control or capability-based checks, as explained below. Authorization for read references is also important in practice,
but is not the focus of this paper. In fact, we allow any
command to dereference any read capability the command
possesses.
Access control and capability semantics: Since our first
goal is to investigate the differences between access control
systems and capability systems, we equip our calculus with
two different runtime semantics — an access control semantics (ACs) and a capability semantics (Cs). Both enforce
write integrity, but in different ways. Whereas ACs checks
that the ceiling authority is sufficient when a reference is
written (through the policy described above), Cs prevents
a region from getting a write capability which it cannot
wield in the first place. Technically, Cs must intercept every
constructed value and check that, if the value is a write
capability, then the executing region is higher (in L) than
the region that owns the reference accessible through the
capability. While this is cumbersome, in our opinion, this is
the formal essence of Miller et al.’s Property A of capability
systems [11]: possession of a reference (capability) implies
the authority to use it. By inference, if a region must not
write a reference according to the policy, it must not ever
possess the reference. We now formalize the two semantics
ACs and Cs.
As usual, a heap H is a map from Loc to values and
determines the value stored in each reference. Here, values
are integers and booleans. Both ACs and Cs are defined
ρ

by three evaluation judgments: hH , ei ⇓X v for expres3 The lattice specifies only an upper bound or ceiling on the set of
references the code in a region can write. However, the code must also
explicitly present a write capability to a reference in order to update the
reference. Miller et al. call this requirement to explicitly present capabilities
“property D” or “no ambient authority”, and argue that it is a pre-requisite
for ruling out confused-deputy attacks [11].

ρ

sions, hH , ci →X hH 0 , c 0 i for commands and hH , P i →X
hH 0 , P 0 i for programs. Here X may be A (for the semantics
ACs) or C (for the semantics Cs). In the rules for expressions
and commands, ρ denotes the region or the ceiling authority
in which evaluation happens. Figure 2 shows all the semantic
rules. When a rule applies to both ACs and Cs, we use the
generic index X in both the name of the rule and on the
reduction arrow.
ρ
The judgment for expression evaluation hH , ei ⇓X v
means that when the heap is H , expression e evaluates
to value v . The ACs rules (top of Figure 2, left panel)
are straightforward. For dereferencing, we need the read
capability R r (rule A-Deref). The Cs rules (right panel)
are exactly like the access control rules, but they all make
an additional check: If the value being returned is a write
capability, then the executing region ρ must be above the
owner of the capability’s reference. This ensures that the
executing region never gets a write capability whose owner’s
authority is not below the executing region’s authority.
ρ
The judgment for command evaluation hH , ci →X
0 0
0
hH , c i means that c reduces (one-step) to c transforming
the heap from H to H 0 . The rules for this judgment are
mostly standard. The only interesting point is that in the
ACs rule for reference update (rule A-Assign), we check
that the owner O(r ) of the updated reference r is below the
executing region ρ. A corresponding check is not needed in
Cs (rule C-Assign) because, there, the assigned reference r
cannot even be computed unless ρ ≥L O(r ). Technically,
ρ

the rules for ⇓C ensure that the check ρ ≥L O(r ) is made
in the derivation of the first premise of C-Assign.
Access control more permissive than capabilities: We
now prove that ACs is strictly more permissive than Cs,
thus accomplishing our first goal. The extra permissiveness
of ACs over Cs should be expected because Cs prevents
code from obtaining write capabilities that it cannot use
whereas ACs allows the region to obtain such capabilities,
but prevents it from writing them (later). The following
theorem formalizes this intuition. It says that if a reduction
is allowed in Cs, then the reduction must also be allowed in
ACs.
Theorem 1 (ACs more permissive than Cs). hH , P i →C
hH 0 , P 0 i implies hH , P i →A hH 0 , P 0 i.
Proof: By induction on the given derivation of
hH , P i →C hH 0 , P 0 i.
The converse of this theorem is false. For example,
consider the program ρ{W r1 := W r2 } that runs with ceiling
authority ρ and stores the reference r2 in the reference r1 .
Assume that ρ ≥L O(r1 ) but ρ 6≥L O(r2 ), i.e., ρ can write
to r1 but not to r2 . Then, ACs allows the program to execute
to completion. On the other hand, Cs blocks this program
because ρ will not be allowed to compute the capability
W
r2 , which it cannot wield. Technically, the second premise

of rule C-Assign will not hold for this example. Hence, the
access control semantics, ACs, is strictly more permissive
than the capability semantics, Cs.
Write integrity: Despite their differences, both ACs and
Cs provide write integrity in the sense that neither allows a
region to write a reference that it is not authorized to write.
We formalize and prove this result below.
Theorem 2 (ACs and Cs provide write integrity). If
hH , ρ{c}i→X ∗ hH 0 , i and H (r) 6= H 0 (r), then ρ ≥L O(r).
Proof: For X = A, the result is proved by induction on
the reduction sequence →∗A and, at each step, by induction
on the derivation of the given reduction. For X = C, the
result follows from the result for X = A and Theorem 1.
Capability Safety: Capability safety is a widely discussed, but seldom formalized foundational property of
capability-based languages. Roughly, it says that capabilities
to access resources can only be obtained through legal
delegation mechanisms. We have proved capability safety
for Cs by instantiating a general definition of the property
due to Maffeis et al. [12]. Since capability safety is largely
orthogonal to our goals, we relegate its details to our
technical report.
Theorem 3 (Capability Safety). The semantics Cs is capability safe.
III. C ONFUSED D EPUTY ATTACKS AND C APABILITIES
A confused deputy attack [16], CDA for short, is a
privilege escalation attack where the adversary who doesn’t
have direct access to some sensitive resource, indirectly
writes the resource by confusing a deputy, a principal who
can access the resource. The confused compiler service is
a folklore example of a CDA. In this example, a privileged
compiler service is tricked by its unprivileged caller into
overwriting a sensitive billing file which the caller cannot
update, but the compiler can. The compiler service takes as
inputs the names of the source file to be compiled and an
output file. It compiles the source file, writes the compiled
binary to the output file and, importantly, on the side, writes
a billing file that records how much the caller must pay for
using the compiler. The caller tricks the compiler by passing
to it the name of the billing file in place of the output file,
which causes the compiler to overwrite the billing file with a
binary, thus destroying the billing file’s integrity. (Of course,
pay-per-use compilers are rare today, but the example is very
illustrative and CDAs remain as relevant as ever.)
CDAs are interesting from our perspective because they
distinguish access control semantics, which offer no defense
against CDAs from capability semantics, which can prevent
at least some CDAs. For instance, Cs would prevent the CDA
in the compiler service example above, but ACs would not
(see later examples for a proof). It has been claimed in the
past that in the presence of Miller et al.’s property A, Cs

Expressions:
Access control

Capability
A-Val

ρ

v = W r =⇒ ρ ≥L O(r )

C-Val

hH , v i ⇓A v

ρ

hH , v i ⇓C v
ρ

A-Deref

R

hH , ei ⇓A

r

v = H (r )

ρ

ρ

hH , !ei ⇓A v
C-Deref

v = H (r )
hH , ei ⇓C R r
v = W r 0 =⇒ ρ ≥L O(r 0 )
ρ

hH , !ei ⇓C v
Commands:
ρ

ρ

hH , ei ⇓X v

X-if

v = tt

hH , if e then c1 else c2 i

ρ
→X

hH , ei ⇓X v

X-else

ρ

hH , c1 i

hH , if e then c1 else c2 i →X hH , c2 i

ρ

ρ

hH , ei ⇓X v

X-while 1

hH , while e do ci

v = ff

ρ
→X

v = tt

hH , ei ⇓X v

X-while 2

hH , c; while e do ci

hH , while e do ci

v = ff
ρ
→X

ρ

Access control

ρ

hH , e1 i ⇓A

A-Assign

hH , skipi

W

r

ρ ≥L ρr

ρr = O(r )

hH , e2 i ⇓A v

ρ

hH , e1 := e2 i →A hH [r 7→ v ], skipi
ρ

Capability

C-Assign

ρ

hH , e1 i ⇓C

W

hH , e2 i ⇓C v

r
ρ

hH , e1 := e2 i →C hH [r 7→ v ], skipi
ρ

X-Seq 1

hH , c1 i →X hH 0 , c10 i
ρ

hH , c1 ; c2 i →X hH 0 , c10 ; c2 i

X-Seq 2

ρ

hH , skip; c2 i →X hH , c2 i

Program:
ρ

X-Prg 1

hH , ci →X hH 0 , c 0 i
0

0

hH , ρ{c}i →X hH , ρ{c }i
X-Comp 2
Figure 2.

X-Comp 1

hH , P1 i →X hH 0 , P10 i
hH , P1 ◦ P2 i →X hH 0 , P10 ◦ P2 i

hH , ρ{skip} ◦ P i →X hH , P i

Access control (A) and Capability (C) semantics

prevent CDAs [16], [11], [23]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is, thus far, no formal characterization of
what it means for a system to be free from a CDA, nor a
formal understanding of whether all CDAs can be prevented
by Cs. In this section, we address both these issues. First, we
provide a formal definition of what it means for a program
to be free from CDAs (subsection III-A). Then we show that
Cs cannot prevent all CDAs even in a minimalist language
such as our region calculus, but they can actually prevent
all CDAs under very strong restrictions (subsection III-B).
This provides the first formal characterization of a language
(fragment) in which capabilities can provably prevent CDAs.

A. Defining CDA-freedom
The goal of this subsection is to define what it means for
a program to be CDA-free. To test whether a program is free
from CDAs or not, the program must allow for interaction
with an adversary. To this end, we define an authority context
or, simply, context, written EρA , which is a program with one
hole, where an adversary’s commands can be inserted. We
write ρA for the adversary region that has a hole.
Definition 1 (Authority Context). An authority context, EρA ,
is a program with one hole of the form ρA {•}. Formally,
EρA ::= ρ1 {c1 } ◦ . . . ◦ ρA {•} ◦ . . . ◦ ρn {cn }. We write
EρA [cA ] for the program that replaces the hole • with the

adversary’s commands cA , i.e., the program ρ1 {c1 } ◦ . . . ◦
ρA {cA } ◦ . . . ◦ ρn {cn }.
Any program P (without a hole) can be trivially treated
as an authority context EρA = P ◦ρA {•}. In some examples,
we treat programs as authority contexts in this sense.
In a CDA, the goal of an adversary is to overwrite one
or more references. We call these references the “attacker’s
interest set”, denoted AIS . In the sequel, we assume a
fixed AIS . Intuitively, a context EρA is free from a CDA
if for every reference r ∈ AIS either the attacker cannot
control what value is written to r , or the attacker can write
to r directly. If the first disjunct holds, then there is no attack
on r whereas if the second disjunct holds, then there is no
need for a confused deputy (the context EρA ) to modify r .
In either case, there is no confused deputy attack on r . The
first disjunct can be formalized by saying that no matter what
adversary code we substitute into EρA ’s hole, the final value
in r is the same. The second disjunct can be formalized by
saying that there must be some adversary code that, when
running with the ceiling authority ρA , can write the final
value of r to r directly. Based on this, we arrive at the
following preliminary definition of CDA-freedom (we revise
this definition later). Here, final denotes a fully reduced
program, of the form ρ{skip}.
Definition 2 (CDA-freedom). Context EρA starting from the
initial heap H and running under reduction semantics →red
is said to be free from CDAs, written CDAF(EρA , H , →red ),
if for every cA and H 0 such that hH , EρA [cA ]i →∗red
hH 0 , finali and for every r ∈ AIS at least one of the
following holds:
0
, it is the case that
1) (No adversary control) For any cA
∗
00
0
if hH , EρA [cA ]i →red hH , finali then H 0 (r ) =
H 00 (r ), or
00
2) (Direct adversary write) There exists a cA
such that
000
∗
00
hH , ρA {cA }i →red hH , finali and H 0 (r ) =
H 000 (r ).
Note that this definition does not require that the same
clause (1 or 2) hold for every r ∈ AIS . Instead, some r
may satisfy clause 1 and others may satisfy clause 2. This
definition is inspired by and strictly weaker than information
flow integrity (we show this formally in Section V).
Example 1 (Compiler service, simplified). We formalize
a simplified version of the confused compiler service described at the beginning of this section. The simplification
is that this compiler does not contain the code that writes
the billing file (we add the billing file in Example 5).
Suppose that the compiler runs with authority > (the highest
authority), the compiler service’s caller/adversary runs with
authority ⊥ (the lowest authority, ⊥ 6≥L >) and that the
compiler reads the source program from the reference rS
and the name of the output file from the reference rO , both
of which the caller must write beforehand. Then, we can

abstractly model the relevant parts of the compiler service
as the context E⊥ = ⊥{•} ◦ >{(!R rO ) := compile(!R rS )},
where compile compiles a program. Note that this program
has a CDA, i.e., it is not CDA-free according to Definition 2.
For instance, consider adversaries of the form cA (S) =
(W rO := W r ; W rS := S), where r ∈ AIS is a reference with
⊥ 6≥L O(r ) and S ranges over source programs. Consider
the execution of E⊥ [cA (s1 )] for some source program s1 .
Then, clause (1) does not hold for r because for another
source program s2 with compile(s1 ) 6= compile(s2 ),
the final heaps from the executions of E⊥ [cA (s1 )] and
E⊥ [cA (s2 )] disagree on r . Clause (2) clearly does not hold
when the initial heap does not contain compile(s1 ) in r .
Intuitively, the CDA here is the expected one: The adversary
passes whatever reference it wishes to overwrite in place of
the output file.
In this case, it is easy to see that ACs do not provide
CDA-freedom, because ACs will allow E⊥ [cA (s1 )] to run to
completion. Technically, CDAF(E⊥ , H , →A ) does not hold
for all heaps H .
On the other hand, it can be shown that Cs does prevent
this CDA, i.e., CDAF(E⊥ , H , →C ) holds for all H . The
intuition is that if the attacker is able to write any capability
W
r into rO , then it must be able to compute W r , which
implies from the expression evaluation rules of Cs that ⊥ ≥L
O(r ). Hence, ⊥ can write to r and, so, clause 2 must hold
for r .
Cs do not prevent all CDAs: Based on the above example, one may speculate that Cs prevent all CDAs. However,
as the following three examples show, this speculation is
false.
Example 2 (Value attack). In this example, we do not allow
the adversary to control the location that is written, but
instead allow it to control the value that is written. This
could, for instance, model a SQL injection attack on a high
integrity database, via a confused deputy such as a web
server. Assume that r ∈ AIS , ⊥ 6≥L O(r ) and ⊥ ≥L O(r 0 ),
so ⊥ cannot write to r directly, but it can write to r 0 .
Consider E⊥ = ⊥{•} ◦ >{W r := !(R r 0 )}. This context
simply copies the contents of r 0 into r . This context also
does not satisfy CDAF(E⊥ , H , →C ) for all H . To see this,
consider the adversary c⊥ = (W r 0 := 42) with H(r ) 6= 42.
Then, E⊥ [c⊥ ] ends with 42 in r . Clause 1 does not hold
0
0
because for c⊥
= (W r 0 := 41), E⊥ [c⊥
] ends with 41 in r .
Clause 2 does not hold because no code running in ⊥{•}
can write 42 (or any value) to r .
Example 3 (Implicit influence). Consider the following context: E⊥ = ⊥{•}◦>{if (!R rA ) then W rH := 41 else W rH :=
42}, where ⊥ 6≥L O(rH ) and ⊥ ≥L O(rA ). This context
writes either 41 or 42 to a reference rH that the adversary
cannot write, depending on a boolean read from a reference
rA that the adversary can write. This context has a CDA

and it does not satisfy CDAF(E⊥ , H , →C ) for all H . To
see this consider any H with H(rH ) 6= 41 and the adversary
command c⊥ = (W rA := tt). Then, for the reference rH ,
neither clause (1) nor (2) holds.
Example 4 (Initial heap attack). Consider the following
context: E⊥ = ⊥{•} ◦ >{!R rA := !R rA0 } where ⊥ ≥L
O(rA ) = O(rA0 ). Assume that the initial heap is such that
H (rA ) = W rH with ⊥ 6≥L O(rH ), i.e., rA contains a reference W rH that the adversary cannot write. This context has
a CDA — CDAF(E⊥ , H , →C ) does not hold for all heaps
H . To see this, consider the adversary c⊥ = (W rA0 := 42)
and an initial heap H such that H (rH ) 6= 42. Then, E⊥ [c⊥ ]
ends with 42 in rH . Clause 1 does not hold because for
0
0
c⊥
= (W rA0 := 41), E⊥ [c⊥
] ends with 41 in rH . Clause 2
does not hold because no code running in ⊥{•} can write
42 to rH .
Note that there is a fundamental difference in the nature
of the CDA in Examples 1, 2, 3 and 4. In Example 1,
the deputy (region >) obtains the write capability to the
reference under attack from the adversary. We refer to this
kind of capability designation as explicit. In Examples 2, 3
and 4 the deputy already has the capability (either directly
in its code or indirectly through the initial heap) but the
adversary influences what gets written to it. We refer to this
kind of designation as implicit. As should be clear from the
examples, Cs prevent CDAs caused by explicit designation
(Example 1) but do not prevent CDAs caused by implicit
designation.
In Section III-B, we show that the language can be
restricted to rule out cases with implicit designation. Trivially, for this restricted language, Cs prevent all CDAs.
However, this restricted language also rules out many harmless programs. But before going into that, we point out a
shortcoming of our current definition of CDA-freedom and
propose a fix.
Relaxing CDA-freedom: Our current definition of
CDA-freedom completely rules out the possibility that the
adversary influence any reference of interest that it cannot
write directly. In practice, it is possible that the deputy allows
the adversary to have controlled influence on a privileged
reference. The billing file from the compiler example at
the beginning of Section III is a good example. There, the
adversary (compiler invoker) can legitimately influence the
billing file, e.g., by changing the size of the source file, but
the deputy (compiler service) wants to limit this control by
allowing only legitimate billing values to be written to the
billing file.
To permit such controlled interaction between the adversary and the deputy, we introduce a notion of endorsement
(on the lines of information flow endorsement [20]). We
allow a region to be declared endorsed (denoted by P
as opposed to P), and subsequently be taken out of the
purview of the CDA-freedom definition. The intuition is

to distinguish, via an endorsed region, a confused deputy
from a deputy which is acting on an attacker’s authority
on purpose. We propose the following definition of CDAfreedom with endorsement (denoted by CDAF-E). CDAF-E
essentially states that for an authority context (EρA ), heap
(H ) and a reduction relation (→red ), CDAF should hold for
all subsequences of region commands which do not include
any endorsed principal.
Definition 3 (CDA-freedom with endorsement). Context
EρA = ρ1 {c1 } ◦ . . . ◦ ρn {cn } is called CDA-free with
endorsement under heap H and semantics →red , written
CDAF-E(EρA , H , →red ), if for every contiguous subsequence E0ρA = ρi {ck } ◦ . . . ◦ ρj {ck+m } of EρA such that
for all i ∈ {k, . . . , k + m}, ρi is not of the form P for any
P, we have CDAF(E0ρA , H , →red ).
The parameter H in CDAF-E(EρA , H , →red ) represents
any heap starting from which we wish to test non-endorsed
subsequences of region commands in EρA . It may sound odd
that we use the same heap to test all such subsequences,
but the intent is to universally quantify over H outside the
definition, so specifying a separate starting heap for each
subsequence is not useful.
Example 5 (Compiler service). We extend the compiler
service (Example 1) with the billing file. Assume that the
billing amount for a source file s is computed by the function
billing(s) and that the billing file is represented by the reference rB with ⊥ 6≥L O(rB ). Then, we can write the complete compiler as the context: E⊥ = ⊥{•} ◦ >{(!R rO ) :=
compile(!R rS )} ◦ >{W rB := billing(!R rS )}. Note that
this context has the same CDA as the simplified one from
Example 1 (the adversary can confuse the compiler by
passing a privileged reference in rO ). Correctly, this context
does not satisfy Definition 3. However, importantly, it does
not fail this definition because of the third region command
>{W rB := billing(!R rS )}, which writes a controlled
value derived from an adversary controlled reference rS to
a privileged reference rB . That region command is endorsed
by > and, hence, excluded from the purview of the definition. Instead, the context fails the definition due its first two
region commands ⊥{•} ◦ >{(!W rO ) := compile(!R rS )},
which indeed have an undesirable CDA.
B. Capability semantics prevent some CDAs
Examples 2, 3 and 4 show that the capability semantics,
Cs, cannot prevent all CDAs even in our simple region calculus. In this subsection, we explore this point further and show
that under very strong restrictions on programs (contexts)
and heaps, Cs do to prevent all CDAs. We introduce some
terminology for discourse. Given an attacker region ρA , we
call a region ρ low integrity or low if ρA ≥L ρ. Dually, a
region ρ is high integrity or high if ρA 6≥L ρ. A reference
r is called low (high) if O(r ) is low (high), i.e., if ρA can

(cannot) directly write the reference.
From our examples, it should be clear that if a high region
ends up possessing a high reference r in AIS , then Cs
alone may not prevent all CDAs because Cs’ checks are
limited to references only and, hence, an adversary could
confuse the high region by influencing values that the high
region writes to a high reference in AIS . Consequently, if we
wish to use Cs to prevent all CDAs, we must place enough
restrictions on contexts to ensure that high regions never end
up possessing high references from AIS (low references are
not a concern for preventing CDAs because these references
always satisfy clause 2 of Definition 2). The converse is
also trivially true: If no high region ever possesses a high
reference from AIS , then no high reference from AIS
can ever be written under Cs semantics, so clause 1 of
Definition 2 must hold for all high references in AIS .
There are three ways in which a high region may end up
possessing a high reference from AIS . First, the command
that starts running in the high region may have a hard-coded
high reference from AIS , as in Examples 2 and 3. Second,
the command in the high region may read the high reference
from another reference, as in Example 4. Third, the adversary may pass the high reference through another reference,
as in Examples 1 and 5. Checks made by Cs prevent the
adversary from ever evaluating (let alone passing) a high
reference, so the third possibility is immediately ruled out
in Cs semantics. It follows, then, that if we can restrict our
language and heaps substantially to prevent the first two
possibilities, then Cs semantics will imply CDA-freedom.
To prevent the first two possibilities, we restrict initial
commands in high regions and the initial heap. Accordingly,
we create the following two definitions, which say, respectively, that the commands in non-endorsed high regions and
the (initial) heap do not have high references from AIS .
Definition 4 (No interesting high references in high regions). A context EρA has no interesting high references in
non-endorsed high regions, written nihrP (EρA ), if EρA =
ρ1 {c1 }◦. . .◦ρn {cn } and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if ρA 6≥L ρi ,
ρi 6= P and W r ∈ ci , then either ρA ≥L O(r ) or r 6∈ AIS .
Definition 5 (No interesting high references in heap).
A heap H has no interesting high references, written
nihrH (H , ρA ) if for all r , H (r ) = W r 0 implies either
ρA ≥L O(r 0 ) or r 0 6∈ AIS .
We now state the main result of this section: If the initial
heap has no interesting high references and the context has
no interesting high references in non-endorsed high regions,
then the context has no CDAs under Cs.
Theorem 4 (Cs prevents some CDAs). If nihrH (H , ρA )
and nihrP (EρA ), then CDAF-E(EρA , H , →C ).
Proof: We first show that the absence of high references
of AIS from the heap and non-endorsed high regions is

invariant under →C . This implies that no high reference
from AIS is ever written in the execution of EρA [cA ]. Hence,
clause 1 of Definition 2 holds for all high references in AIS
and clause 2 holds for all low references in AIS .
We note that the restrictions in the condition of this
theorem are extremely strong. In the next section, we present
alternative mechanisms for obtaining CDA-freedom that
relax these restrictions, at the expense of more runtime
overhead. Also note that, if preventing CDAs were the only
objective, then Cs are very imprecise: They block many
programs that have no CDAs.
Example 6. Consider the context ⊥{•} ◦ >{W r := 1} that
simply writes 1 to the reference r . Assume ⊥ 6≥L O(r ).
Clearly, this context does not have a CDA as the adversary
can control neither the reference that is written (always r )
nor the value that is written (always 1), so clause 1 of the
CDA-freedom definition holds for all references. However,
when instantiated with any adversarial command cA that
computes a high reference, the resulting program will be
stopped by Cs.
IV. CDA PREVENTION USING PROVENANCE TRACKING
In this section, we describe two mechanisms other than
Cs for preventing CDAs. Both mechanisms relax the assumptions needed for CDA prevention (the pre-conditions
of Theorem 4) and, at the same time, execute several
CDA-free programs like Example 6, which Cs block. We
present the mechanisms as two alternative semantics for
our calculus. Both semantics start from the same baseline
— the access control semantics (ACs) — and add checks
based on provenance tracking to prevent CDAs. Provenance
tracking, which is based on the extensively studied taint
tracking (e.g., [24]), augments ACs to label each computed
value with a principal, which is a lower bound on the
principals whose references have been read to compute the
value. Since code in region ρ can only write to references
below the principal corresponding to the region ρ, the
principal labeling a value is also a lower bound on the
principals whose code has influenced the value. With such a
labeling mechanism in place, CDAs can be prevented easily
by checking during reference assignment (rule A-Assign)
that an attacker-influenced value is not written to a high
reference.
Our two new semantics differ in how they compute labels.
Our first semantics, called the explicit-only provenance
semantics or EPs, tracks regions that have influenced a value
but ignores the effect of implicit influences due to control
flow. As a result, this semantics prevents CDAs only under
some assumptions, but these assumptions are still weaker
than those needed for preventing CDAs via Cs (i.e., the
assumptions of Theorem 4). Our second semantics, called
the full provenance semantics or FPs, tracks all influences
on a value, including implicit ones. This semantics prevents

all CDAs without additional assumptions. Since EPs does
not track implicit influences, it can be implemented far
more efficiently than FPs (this is well-known from work
on information flow control), which justifies our interest in
both semantics, not just FPs.
A. Explicit-only provenance semantics
The explicit-only provenance semantics (EPs) tracks, for
every computed value, the principals whose references have
affected the value. Only explicit influences, such as those
due to reference copying are tracked. EPs does not track
influence due to control constructs (branch conditions in
conditionals and loops). We start from the access control
semantics, ACs, and modify the expression evaluation judg-

that high references in the initial heap not contain any high
references from AIS . Intuitively, we do not care about the
contents of the low references in the initial heap because
anything read from low references will carry a low label
(by rule EP-Deref) and, hence, cannot influence anything
written to a high reference (rule EP-Assign).
Definition 6 (No interesting high references in high heap).
A heap H has no interesting high references in high parts,
written nihrHH (H , ρA ) if for all r , ρA 6≥L O(r ) and
H (r ) = W r 0 imply either ρA ≥L O(r 0 ) or r 0 6∈ AIS .
Note that nihrH (H , ρA ) immediately implies
nihrHH (H , ρA ) so the latter is a weaker property
and hence constitutes a weaker assumption.

ρ

ment hH , ei ⇓A v to include a label (a principal) on the
output value v . This label is a lower bound on all principals
whose references have been read during the computation
of e. To avoid confusion, we denote labels with the letter
`, but readers should note that like P’s, labels are drawn
from Prin.
The revised judgment for expression evaluation is written
ρ

hH , ei ⇓EP v ` . Its rules are shown in Figure 3. In rule
EP-Val, the expression e is already a value. Computation of
the result does not read any reference, so the label on the
output is > (the highest point of the lattice L). In rule EPDeref, the expression being evaluated has the form !e. In this
case, the semantics first evaluates e to the read capability of
a reference R r and then dereferences r . The result could
be influenced by every region that was dereferenced in
computing r from e as well as O(r ). Hence, the output
label is the meet or greatest lower bound (u) of the label of
r (denoted `r in the rule) and O(r ).
The command and program evaluation relations of EPs
ρ
are written →EP and →EP , respectively. They use the rules
of ACs (Figure 2), except the rule for assignment, which
now makes an additional check to ensure that low-influenced
values are not written to high references. This revised rule,
EP-Assign, is also shown in Figure 3. In comparison to the
ACs rule, A-Assign, there is one additional last premise.
This premise checks that the label on the updated reference
(called `r ) and the label on the value written to the reference
(called `v ) are both above (higher integrity than) the principal that owns the reference. This ensures that if the updated
reference is high (unwritable by the adversary directly),
then the value written has no low (adversarial) influence.
Importantly, the check is made only if the executing region
is not endorsed.
As in Theorem 4, to show that EPs ensures CDAfreedom, we must assume that the initial commands in high
regions do not contain high references from AIS (condition
nihrP (EρA )). However, the condition on the initial heap
in Theorem 4—that the heap contain no high references
from AIS —can now be weakened slightly: We only require

Theorem 5 (EPs prevents
If
nihrHH (H , ρA )
and
CDAF-E(EρA , H , →EP ).

some more CDAs).
nihrP (EρA ),
then

Proof: We first show that the absence of high references
of AIS from the high part of the heap and non-endorsed
high regions is invariant under →EP . This implies that no
high reference from AIS is ever written in the execution of
EρA [cA ]. Hence, clause 1 of Definition 2 holds for all high
references in AIS and clause 2 holds for all low references
in AIS .
We now discuss the relative permissiveness of Cs and EPs
for CDA-prevention.
Example 7. This examples highlights the difference between the assumptions nihrHH (H , ρA ) of Theorem 5
and nihrH (H , ρA ) of Theorem 4. Consider the context
>{W r := !(R rL )}, which doesn’t even contain a hole for the
adversary (and, hence, trivially, has no CDA). Consider the
adversary level ρA = ⊥, assume that ⊥ ≥L O(rL ) = O(r )
and that we start from a heap H with H (rL ) = W rH with
⊥ 6≥L O(rH ). Then, it is easy to see that nihrHH (H , ρA ),
so the assumption of Theorem 5 does not rule this program
out, but it is not the case that nihrH (H , ρA ), so the
assumption of Theorem 4 does rule this program out.
We saw earlier that Example 6 has no CDA, but is
halted by Cs. It can be easily checked that EPs allows the
example to execute to completion. Based on this, one may
ask whether EPs is strictly more permissive than Cs when
the program passes the conditions of Theorem 4 (and, hence,
also of Theorem 5). However, this is false as the following
example shows.
Example 8. Consider the context ρ{W rH := !R rL }, which
has no hole for the adversary and, hence, no CDA. Assume
that ρA = ρ and ρ ≥L O(rH ) > O(rL ). Then, since the
context copies a value from a reference rL to rH and the
owner of the former is strictly below the owner of the latter,
EPs will stop this context from executing. On the other hand,
Cs will allow this context to execute to completion.

ρ

EP-Val

EP-Deref

ρ

hH , ei ⇓A

ρ

hH , e1 i ⇓EP

W `r

r

v = H (r )

ρ

ρ ≥L O(r )

hH , e2 i ⇓EP v `v
ρ
→EP

ρ 6= P =⇒ `r u `v ≥L O(r )

hH [r 7→ v ], skipi

Explicit provenance semantics (all other rules are same as those of access control semantics, Figure 2)

Hence, EPs prevents all CDAs on a slightly larger language fragment than Cs (Theorem 4 vs Theorem 5). However, the permissiveness of EPs and Cs on CDA-free programs in the common fragment is incomparable (Examples 6
and 8).
B. Full provenance semantics
We now show that by tracking complete provenance of
values, including implicit influences due to control flow, we
can enforce CDA-freedom for our entire calculus (without
any restrictions on contexts or heaps). To do this, we
build a full provenance semantics or FPs for our calculus.
FPs is based upon similar semantics for information flow
control [24], with minor adjustments to account for regions.
As in EPs, every computed value is labeled with a principal,
which is a lower bound on principals whose references (and
code) could have influenced the value. To track influence
due to control flow, we introduce an auxiliary label to the
semantic state. This label, called the program counter or
pc in information flow control literature, is a lower bound
on all regions that have influenced the reachability of the
current command. When we enter the body of a control
construct like if-then-else or while, we lower the pc to the
meet of the current pc and the label of the branch or loop
condition. When we exit the body of the control construct
we restore the pc back to its original value (not restoring the
pc would make the semantics less permissive). To enable
this restoration, we maintain a stack of pc’s and push the
new pc to the stack when we enter an if-then-else or while
construct. We pop the stack when we exit the construct. This
stack is denoted PC . Its topmost label is the current pc. At
the top-level, we start with PC = [>].
The rules for FPs are shown in Figure 4. The expression
evaluation judgment is identical to that in EPs; it has the
ρ

Pr = O(r )

hH , !ei ⇓EP v `r uPr

hH , e1 := e2 i
Figure 3.

r

ρ

hH , v i ⇓EP v >

EP-Assign

R `r

form hH , ei ⇓F P v ` . The judgment for reducing commands
is now modified to include the stack PC . It takes the form
ρ
hH , PC , ci →F P hH 0 , PC 0 , c 0 i. When entering the body
of an if-then-else or while construct (rules FP-if, FP-else
and FP-while 1), we push pc u ` onto PC , where pc is
the current topmost label on PC and ` is the label of the
branch or loop condition. We also add a marker (endif or
endwhile) to the code body to indicate when the body ends.
When this marker is encountered, we pop the stack PC

(rules FP-endif and FP-endwhile). By doing this, we ensure
that the top label on PC is a lower bound on the labels
of all branch/loop conditions that influence the control flow
at the current instruction. The most interesting rule of the
semantics is that for assignment (rule FP-Assign), which, in
addition to all checks made by the corresponding rule in EPs,
also checks that the current pc is above the owning region
of the reference being written (last premise). This additional
check ensures that an adversary cannot influence the contents
of high references even through control constructs, as in
Example 3.
The judgment for evaluating programs, hH , PC , P i →F P
hH 0 , PC 0 , P 0 i, also carries PC but its rules do not modify
PC in any interesting way. It is an invariant that PC =
[>] at the beginning of the program’s execution and every
time a region’s command ends with skip. This explains why
PC = [>] in rule FP-Comp 2.
Next, we show that FPs enforces CDA-freedom without any assumptions. Technically, the definitions of CDAfreedom, Definition 2 and Definition 3, do not directly apply
to FPs because those definitions assume that the reduction
semantics →red rewrite pairs hH , P i, whereas the FPs reduction →F P rewrites triples hH , PC , P i. However, we can
reinterpret hH , P i in Definition 2 to mean hH , [>], P i. With
that implicit change, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem
6
(FPs
prevent
all
CDAF-E(EρA , H , →F P ) holds unconditionally.

CDAs).

Proof: We prove that FPs enforces a strong form of
information flow integrity (Definition 8), which in turn
implies CDA-freedom with endorsement (Theorem 7). To
prove the former, we build a simulation relation between
states of the form hH , PC , ci, as is standard in information
flow control [24].
We now discuss the relative permissiveness of FPs and
EPs for CDA-prevention.
Example 9. This example demonstrates a CDA-free context
that violates the assumptions of Theorem 5 and, hence, is
not in the fragment on which EPs enforces CDA-freedom.
Consider Example 7, but stipulate that ⊥ 6≥L O(rL ). The
heap now violates nihrHH (H , ρA ), hence, the resulting
example lies outside the fragment allowed by the assumptions of Theorem 5. However, the example will execute to

Expressions:
ρ

FP-Val

hH , ei ⇓F P

FP-Deref

ρ

R `r

r

Pr = O(r )

v = H (r )

ρ

hH , v i ⇓F P v >

hH , !ei ⇓F P v `r uPr

Commands:
ρ

hH , ei ⇓F P v `

FP-if

hH , pc :: PC , if e then c1 else c2 i

ρ
→F P

v = tt
hH , (pc u `) :: pc :: PC , c1 ; endifi

ρ

hH , ei ⇓F P v `

FP-else

hH , pc :: PC , if e then c1 else c2 i

ρ
→F P

v = ff
hH , (pc u `) :: pc :: PC , c2 ; endifi

ρ

hH , ei ⇓F P v `

FP-while 1

hH , pc :: PC , while e do ci

ρ
→F P

v = tt

hH , (pc u `) :: pc :: PC , c; endwhile; while e do ci

ρ

hH , ei ⇓F P v

FP-while 2

hH , PC , while e do ci

v = ff
ρ
→F P

FP-endwhile

hH , PC , skipi
ρ

ρ

hH , e2 i ⇓F P v `v
hH , e1 i ⇓F P W r `r
ρ ≥L O(r )
ρ 6= P =⇒ `r u `v u pc ≥L O(r )

FP-Assign

ρ

hH , pc :: PC , endwhilei →F P hH , PC , skipi

FP-endif

ρ

hH , pc :: PC , e1 := e2 i →F P hH [r 7→ v ], pc :: PC , skipi

ρ

hH , pc :: PC , endifi →F P hH , PC , skipi

ρ

FP-Seq 1

hH , PC , c1 i →F P hH 0 , PC 0 c10 i
ρ

hH , PC , c1 ; c2 i →F P hH 0 , PC 0 , c10 ; c2 i

FP-Seq 2

ρ

hH , PC , skip; c2 i →F P hH , PC , c2 i

Program:
ρ

FP-Prg 1

hH , PC , ci →F P hH 0 , PC 0 , c 0 i
0

0

FP-Comp 1

0

hH , PC , ρ{c}i →F P hH , PC , ρ{c }i
FP-Comp 2

hH , PC , P1 i →F P hH 0 , PC 0 , P10 i
hH , PC , P1 ◦ P2 i →F P hH 0 , PC 0 , P10 ◦ P2 i

hH , [>], ρ{skip} ◦ P i →F P hH , [>], P i
Figure 4.

Full provenance semantics

completion in FPs.
On contexts that lie in the fragment allowed by EPs, FPs
is no more permissive than EPs. This is easy to see: FPs
makes additional checks for implicit influences, which EPs
does not. In fact, due to these checks, FPs is strictly less
permissive on the EPs fragment, as the following example
shows.
Example 10. Consider the context ρ{if (!R rA ) then W rH :=
41 else W rH := 42} with ρA = ρ ≥L O(rH ) > O(rA ). This
code has no CDA since it has no hole for the adversary. FPs
will stop this program because a location of lower integrity
(rA ) influences a location of higher integrity (rH ) via control
flow. However, EPs will allow this program to execute to
completion because it does not track such influences.

Summary of examples and CDA-prevention: To summarize, the three semantics Cs, EPs and FPs soundly enforce
CDA-freedom with endorsement for progressively larger
sublanguages, with FPs covering our entire language. However, for programs and heaps that satisfy the assumptions of
Cs, EPs and Cs are incomparable in permissiveness. On the
subset of programs and heaps that satisfy the assumptions
of EPs, EPs is strictly more permissive than FPs. The access control semantics, ACs, is ineffective against confused
deputy attacks, even those with only explicit designation.
The following table summarizes how all our examples fare
on all four semantics. A and R mean that the semantics
would accept and reject (halt) the program respectively. For
programs with CDA, we write A or R to mean accept
or reject when the adversary tries to launch a CDA. NP

means that the example is outside the fragment on which
the semantics enforces CDA-freedom.
Example

Has CDA?

ACs

Cs

EPs

FPs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CDA
CDA
CDA
CDA
CDA
no CDA
no CDA
no CDA
no CDA
no CDA

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

R
NP
NP
NP
R
NP
NP
A
NP
A

R
R
NP
R
R
NP
A
R
NP
A

R
R
R
R
R
A
A
R
A
R

The converse of this theorem does not hold, as the following counterexample shows. The reason is that the definition
of non-interference quantifies over two initial heaps H1 and
H2 , while the definition of CDA-freedom does not.
Example
11. Consider the context EρA
=
ρH {W rH :=
!R rA }, where ρA 6≥L O(rH ) and
ρA ≥L O(rA ). The context copies the contents of rA
to rH , so this context does not satisfy Definition 8.
Specifically, we can choose any H1 and H2 that agree
on all references except rA . Then, H1 ∼ρA H2 . However,
the final heaps disagree on rH , so the final heaps are not
equivalent. On the other hand, this context trivially satisfies
Definition 3 since it has no hole for the adversary.

V. R ELATION TO INFORMATION FLOW INTEGRITY

VI. R ELATED W ORK

Our formalization of CDA-freedom, Definitions 2 and 3,
is inspired by the notion of information flow integrity. Here,
we compare the two. A standard baseline definition for
information flow integrity is Goguen and Meseguer (GM)
style non-interference [25], which states that a program
satisfies integrity if the high parts of the final memory
obtained by executing the program cannot be influenced
by the low parts of the initial memory. Since Definition 2
talks about a program with holes, we modify GM-style
non-interference to take holes into account. This yields
Definitions 7 and 8 (these definitions are inspired by [22]).
For an attacker ρA , say that H1 and H2 are high-equivalent,
written H1 ∼ρA H2 , if for all r such that ρA 6≥L O(r ), it is
the case that H1 (r ) = H2 (r ).

Understanding precisely which security properties a capability system can enforce and how capabilities and access
control differ are long-standing research topics. We focus
our discussion only on work dealing with these two issues.
Using informal arguments, Miller et al. [11] compare four
system models for taking authorization decisions: the first
two models are access control as columns and capabilities
as rows of the Lampson matrix [6]. The third model is
capabilities as keys (as in the Amoeba operating system [4])
and the fourth model is capabilities as objects (as in the JoeE language [26]). Our capability semantics (Cs) can be seen
as an abstraction of either model 2 or a degenerate case of
model 4, while our access control semantics (ACs) are an
abstraction of model 1. Miller et al.’s comparison is based
on 7 properties A...G, where only property A is claimed
to be impossible to hold in access control as columns.
(Although properties B...G are, in practice, not implemented
in access control, there is no reason in theory not to have
an access control system complying with B...G). Starting
from this comparison, we decided to focus our formalization
of capabilities only taking property A into account. Miller
et al. discuss three “myths”: the equivalence myth, the
confinement or delegation myth, and the irrevocability myth.
In this paper, we only consider the equivalence myth.
The confinement myth deals with “capabilities cannot
limit the propagation of authority”. Miller et al. also discuss
CDAs in relation to capabilities. CDAs, first described in
the literature in 1988 [16], are related to property A — No
Designation without Authority — since authorization given
to one party T (the deputy) is used to access a resource
designated by a different party U (the adversary).
The topmost implication of Fig. 14 in [11] and other
works such as [16], [23] seem to suggest that CDAs
are impossible in capability systems with Property A. Our
contribution is to clarify the arguments of [11] and include
examples of CDAs that can happen with Property A and
those that cannot. Indeed, in some cases of CDAs, designation of a resource can be done implicitly by U, in contrast

Definition 7 (Non-interference without endorsement). A
context EρA has non-interference against active adversaries
under reduction semantics →red , written NI-A(EρA , →red ),
0
,
if for all heaps H1 , H2 , H10 , H20 and commands cA , cA
∗
0
if H1 ∼ρA H2 , hH1 , EρA [cA ]i →red hH1 , finali and
0
hH2 , EρA [cA
]i →∗red hH20 , finali, then H10 ∼ρA H20 .
Definition 8 (Non-interference with endorsement). Context
EρA = ρ1 {c1 }◦. . .◦ρn {cn } has non-interference against active adversaries with endorsement under reduction semantics
→red , written NI-A-E(EρA , →red ), if for every contiguous
subsequence E0ρA = ρi {ck } ◦ . . . ◦ ρj {ck+m } of EρA such
that for all i ∈ {k, . . . , k + m}, ρi is not of the form P for
any P, we have NI-A(E0ρA , →red ).
It turns out that Definition 7 is strictly stronger than Definition 2 (and consequently Definition 8 is strictly stronger
than Definition 3). Intuitively, Definition 7 ensures that all
high references in AIS satisfy clause 1 of Definition 2 (all
low references trivially satisfy clause 2 in all four of our
semantics).
Theorem 7 (Non-interference implies CDA-freedom). For
→red ∈ {→A , →C , →EP , →F P }, NI-A-E(EρA , →red ) implies CDAF-E(EρA , H , →red ) for every H.

to explicit designation which would clearly be prevented by
Property A.
Chander et al. [27] use state-transition systems to model
capabilities and access control. They model two versions
of capabilities, based on [1]. The first model is capabilities
as rows in the Lampson matrix and the second model is
capabilities as unforgeable tokens. None of these models
have property A. Hence, their capabilities are more similar
to our access control model than to our capabilities model.
In particular, in their second capabilities model where a
capability to access a resource r is an unforgeable token T(r),
there is nothing that prevents a subject s from designating r
even though s cannot generate a capability T(r). Moreover,
once s possesses T(r), s can pass this capability to other
subjects. In contrast, our capability semantics would prevent
this. With the goal of comparing both systems according
to their power of delegation, Chander et al. prove various
simulation relations between capabilities and access control.
One of their main results is the equivalence between access
control and capabilities viewed as rows of the Lampson
access matrix (without modeling property A). In contrast,
we show that the equivalence does not hold with property A.
Chander et al. also prove that there is no equivalence
between access control and capabilities when properties
of capabilities seen as unforgeable tokens are taken into
account. In their model, this is due to the impossibility of
revoking capabilities. We have not modeled revocation in our
calculus since it is not needed for exploring the equivalence
myth.
Maffeis et al. [12] formally connect capabilities that are
objects [2] to operational semantics of programming languages. Capability safety refers to the property of a language
that guarantees that a component must have a capability to
access a resource. They explicitly formalize property A (see
§V, Def. 8, cond. 1(b) of [12]) as a basic condition of an
object capability system. They do not directly explain how
property A can be modeled in an operational semantics,
which is central to our results. They also prove that Cajita, a
component of Caja [3]—an object capability language based
on JavaScript—is capability safe.
Murray et al. [28] define an object capability model in the
CSP process algebra. In their model, they do not formalize
property A and, in particular, they allow for delegation
of capabilities as in [27]. These points differ from our
model. Using a model checker, Murray et al. can detect
covert channels of illegal information flows [21]. Their
work focuses on the detection of information flow leaks.
Our CDA-freedom is similar to, but slightly weaker than,
information flow integrity [22] and our work is focused
on prevention, not detection. Our full provenance analysis
ensures information flow integrity (and thus CDA-freedom).
Reasoning about the correct use of capabilities, separating
security policies from implementations, has been studied
in [29] and [30]. Drossopoulou and Noble [29] analyze

Miller’s Mint and Purse example of [2] (in capabilities based
on JAVA as in, e.g., Joe-E [26]) using a formal specification
language. Building on object capabilities, Drossopoulou et
al. [31] propose special specification predicates in a specification language based on JavaScript and simpler than
the one of [29]. With these specification predicates they
can model risk and trust in systems having components
with different levels of trust. In their specification language,
they cannot directly express the idea of encapsulation of
objects. We conjecture that explicitly allowing encapsulation
of objects to appear in specifications should be tantamount
to assuming property A in object capability systems. Along
the same lines, Saghafi et al. [23] informally discuss a
relation between Property D of [11] and encapsulation in
order to compare capabilities with feature-oriented programming. Dimoulas et al. [30] propose extensions to capability
languages that restrict the propagation of capabilities according to declarative policies. By means of integrity policies,
they restrict components that may influence the use of a
capability. They do not model property A.
Birgisson et al. [32] propose secure information flow
enforcement by means of capabilities. They do so by proposing a transformation from arbitrary source programs to a
language with capabilities. (In their experiments, the target
language is Caja [3].) They present formal guarantees of
information flow security [21] and permissiveness.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We examine the relation between access control and
capability semantics in a simple language setting. We model
Miller et al.’s property A “no designation without authority”,
but without appealing to object encapsulation as in object
capability languages [2]. We also present the first extensional
characterization of freedom from confused deputy attacks
(CDAs) and relate it to information flow integrity. We clarify
which classes of CDAs capabilities (as a mechanism) can
and cannot prevent and stipulate the exact conditions under
which they can prevent all classes of CDAs. Furthermore, we
present alternate ways of preventing CDAs using provenance
tracking with fewer conditions.
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